
 

 
NOVOMATIC starring with impressive portfolio at SAGSE 
 
Following its successful appearance at ICE 2024, NOVOMATIC is preparing to participate in two of 
the most important trade shows in Latin America: SAGSE Latam in Buenos Aires and GAT Expo in 
Cartagena de Indias. 
 
Gumpoldskirchen/Buenos Aires, March 12th, 2024 – The anticipation is huge for the most important 
gaming event in Latin America, taking place from March 20-21, at the Hilton Buenos Aires Hotel in 
Argentina. Once again NOVOMATIC, through its local subsidiary NOVOMATIC Argentina, will present 
at stand #158 its full range of products and gaming solutions such as land-based casino products, 
casino and arcade management systems including biometric access and player tracking technologies, 
as well as sports betting products. This 360° portfolio fulfills the highest demands in terms of 
technology and quality.  
 
Outstanding cabinets meet every operator’s demands 
 
Following the product launch at last year's ICE in London, the BLACK EDITION II series has already 
established itself very well on gaming floors worldwide. Visitors at SAGSE will get the chance to 
experience one of the now NOVOMATIC classics at the trade show featuring the latest content: The 
BLACK EDITION II 3.27 is characterized by a modern cabinet design, perfectly angled monitors, and 
a razor-sharp game display against the backdrop of the Black Metro finish and a contrasting LED 
lighting concept. This multiscreen version is equipped with two 27" Full HD LCD screens and a topper 
of the same dimensions. 
 
In addition, there will be a dedicated section for the FUNMASTER 2.27, which is renowned in the 
region for its outstanding performance and excellent cost-effectiveness. Another cabinet highlight at 
NOVOMATIC’s appearance at SAGSE will be the DIAMOND X™. This x-quisite cabinet series will be 
showcased with state-of-the-art Progressive content like GLOBE LINK™, shown in the upright version 
DIAMOND X™ 1.55J. The brand-new Multi-Game Mix Impera Line™ HD Edition 9 comes with a 
selection of 72 games, presented at SAGSE in the multi-screen version DIAMOND X™ 2.32. 
 
Top performing game content for every player preference 
 
A further well established NOVOMATIC product will also be shown at SAGSE: the PANTHERA™ 
series, in the versions PANTHERA™ Curve 1.43 and PANTHERA™ 2.27. These towering cabinets 
are distinguished by sleek design and powerful performance and can be experienced at the show with 
the Progressive Jackpots CASH CONNECTION™ Edition 3 and MONEY PARTY™ Edition 1. The 
Group's local subsidiary NOVOMATIC Argentina will on top show the innovative ULTRA BOOST 
Link™, which is also integrated live with the region's leading myACP casino management system. 
 



 

The sports betting sector is further enhanced by a product novelty: the NOVOMATIC ActionBook™ 
Plus 2.27 offers more action, more bets, more possibilities on an upright single screen and a design 
that blends effortlessly into any environment. Explore the seamless betting experience with state-of-
the-art graphics and lightning-fast response time at the NOVOMATIC sports betting corner at SAGSE 
2024. 
 
Fabián Luis Grous, Managing Director of NOVOMATIC Argentina, is looking forward to welcoming 
visitors: "We are excited to showcase our product portfolio at one of the most important trade shows 
in Latin America. Expectations are the driving force that motivates us to continue growing!"  
 
 
About NOVOMATIC 
The NOVOMATIC AG Group is one of the biggest international producers and operators of gaming technologies and employs more 
than 24,500 staff worldwide. The Group was founded by the industrialist Professor Johann F. Graf in 1980 and has locations in 
about 50 countries, and exports innovative gaming equipment, system solutions, lottery system solutions and services to more than 
100 countries. The Group operates around 214,000 gaming terminals and video lottery terminals (VLTs) in some 2,100 own 
electronic and regular casinos, as well as via rental models. 
 
The NOVOMATIC AG Group is active as a full-service provider in all segments of the gaming industry through its numerous 
international subsidiaries, offering a comprehensive omni-channel portfolio for products for partners and customers worldwide. This 
ranges from terrestrial gaming products and service through management systems and cash management solutions, online, mobile 
and social gaming solutions to lottery and sports betting solutions, as well as a whole host of other first-rate products and services. 
For more information, please visit www.novomatic.com 
 

 
 For more information please contact: 

 
Nicole Fink 
Head of Product Marketing 
NOVOMATIC AG 

Mobile: +43 664 887 456 38 
Office: +43 2252 606 871 510 
nfink@novomatic.com  
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